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: Foreword
From the eighth generation of home consoles, to the latest dedicated handhelds, to ever
more powerful personal computers, to mobile phones and tablets, to the rapid spread of
virtual reality components, interactive games are woven into the fabric of our culture – a
culture more nuanced and capable of enjoying the benefits of the digital economy than ever
before. This report extends our knowledge of games and the New Zealanders who play them.
-(Prof. Jeffrey E. Brand)-

I

n 2009 we began documenting game audiences at a time when the first
players had become adults and an active culture had formed to surround
and celebrate interactive games.

We’ve also shown growing awareness and acceptance of the positive
potential of games for culture and cohesion, for imagination and social
interaction.

Other adults, who hadn’t played games before, began to play. So-called
family and party games became global successes.

Today the fun continues through interactive games. Their purpose is
mainly to entertain and engage. Their progress is to inform and persuade,
to educate and illuminate. They are used in schools and workplaces, in
hospitals and parks. They are played by billions and made by millions all
over the world. They are a celebration of human imagination, innovation
and culture. This report, the fifth of its kind in New Zealand and one of
the longest running research projects about game audiences in the world,
presents four simple themes to explore the progress and purpose of games.
These themes are:

The audience for games, which had been dominated by males, included increasing proportions of female players. The academic field of game studies
and the study of gameplay (ludology) emerged during this decade. And
game publishers grew into large international businesses.
Not everyone celebrated the growth and establishment of games. Concerns
about violence in particular were a common focus in stories about video
games in mainstream media. One academic, Janet Murray, explained that all
new media are distrusted until the next, newer medium comes along. The
moral panic about a medium starts early, centred on the knowledge that
it is popular with youth, peaks as more people are entertained by it, and
then fades as older and larger audiences adopt and adapt. It happened for
books, movies, rock music, television and video games. Online and social
media concern us today.

FUNCTION : How do we play video games over the lifespan? When do we
play them, for how long, under what social and environmental conditions
and with what devices?
MOTIVE : Why do we play video games in childhood and throughout life?
INTENTION : How do we use games intentionally, with planning and rules to
get the most benefit out of them and minimise real or perceived risk?
ADVANTAGE : What social, cultural, educational, vocational or professional
uses and benefits arise from games?

Through the Digital New Zealand series of audience studies that began
in 2009, we’ve shown that almost all homes have a device on which
someone in the home plays games. We’ve shown that the average player
age has gone from the low- to mid-30s. We’ve shown nearly equal gender
representation among players.

The advent of rapidly changing consumer electronics and computers, of
new ways to produce software, of mobile devices and app ecologies has
propelled games to the mainstream.
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: In Players’ words
Some games have taught [me] good moral lessons.
Other games have thought me to plan out things in
advance and being strategic and work out a solution
towards the problem and never give up which helps in
everyday life. -(Male, 22)-

Multi-player games introduced me to some interesting
people around the world. Solo games can be good brain
gym. -(Female, 62)The gaming world has changed a great deal over the
last 40 years with the visual and reality effects that are
now showing on our gaming consoles. The continuous
upgrading in console technology is fantastic. The games
out today are becoming more and more fun. -(Male, 50)-

I am always amazed how computer games have
supported my children in strategic playing and learning
to cope with online social behaviour. -(Female, 51)Video games have taught me the power of
communication, discipline and patience. -(Male, 20)-

[I] used to be into fighting games with no story, now I’m
more interested in strategy games/games with engaging
stories. -(Male, 18)-

It’s made me think more on passing levels. When I
started playing I would give up if it was too hard, but
now I persist with it. -(Female, 55)-

Games have helped me to connect with my younger
brothers who both loved gaming. It was a way to hang
out with them and learn what is one thing they really
enjoy. It still is something I do with them. Games can help
me to take a break from reality sometimes.
-(Female, 24)-

Playing intellectually demanding games helps me remain
mentally competent as I proceed through my 70s. Some
are also moderately entertaining. -(Male, 70)I will never be a world-class sportswoman, so I buy all the
sports titles possible to feel what it is like to participate
in a variety of sports.
It’s also a great way to learn the rules of these
sports so when they are on TV you have an excellent
understanding. -(Female, 46)-

After having a stroke I was told to play games as it would
help get the use of my arm back and between games
and knitting I have my arm back! -(Female, 36)I have MS and video games get me through the dark
days when I can’t get outside, walk etc. -(Male, 48)-
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: Key Findings
G A M E S H O U S EHOLDS

FAMILIES A N D P L AY

98% of homes with children have computer games.
53% of households have five or more screens.
79% of game households have more than one game device.
15% of game households have a virtual reality headset.
28% choose not to download games due to data limits.

51% of parents play with their children in the same room.
26% of parents play games online with their children.
88% of parents are familiar with family controls on game systems.
86% of parents have talked with a child about playing safely online.

GAMES AND W E L L BE I N G

WH O P L AYS

For better health, participants said video games …
85% can improve thinking skills.
76% can improve dexterity.
52% can help manage pain.
For positive ageing, participants said video games…
88% may increase mental stimulation.
76% may fight dementia.
46% may increase mobility.

67% of New Zealanders play video games.
47% of video game players are female.
34 years is the average age of video game players.
73% of players are aged 18 years or older.
44% of those aged 65 and over play video games.
13 years is the average length of time adult players have been playing.

H OW W E P L AY

GAMES, LEA RN I N G A N D WO RK

85 minutes is the average daily total of all gameplay.
93 minutes is the average daily total play for males.
75 minutes is the average daily total play for females.
10 minutes, twice a day is typical for casual gameplay.
1 hour, daily is typical for in-depth gameplay.

Using video games for work …
35% have used games at work to improve job knowledge.
24% have used games at work to learn health and safety rules.
Using video games in schools, parents say video games …
69% can be effective for teaching students.
59% have been used by their children in the school curriculum.

WH Y W E P L AY

Pass time, have fun – top reasons younger adults play.
Pass time, have fun – top reasons working-age adults play.
Keep mind active, de-stress - top reasons older adults play.

GAMES BUS I N E SS

73% say making video games in New Zealand benefits the economy.
20% was the CAGR for New Zealand digital game sales 2013-2016.

G A M E P L AY S HARING CULTURE

METHO DS

72% have used walkthroughs, videos or wikis to help their gameplay.
23% have posted their own videos of gameplay.
31% have watched esports. Of these players…
53% watch to learn strategies for improved gameplay.
7% watch to follow an esports team.

Digital New Zealand 2018 (DNZ18) is a study of 807 New Zealand
households and 2288 individuals of all ages in those households.
Participants were drawn randomly from the Nielsen Your Voice Panel in
March 2017; research was designed at Bond University. The margin of error
is ±3.4% for households and ±2.1% for individuals.
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: Function Game Households
H O U SEH O L DS W I T H GA M ES OV ER T I M E

94%

94%

We identify five distinct forms of game devices to reach this conclusion:
(1) PCs or personal computers including laptops,
(2) Consoles such as the Sony PlayStation 4, Microsoft Xbox One,
Nintendo Switch,
(3) Mobile Phones such as iOS and Android phones,
(4) Tablet computers running iOS and Android systems and
(5) Handhelds including dedicated devices such as the Sony PS Vita
and the Nintendo 3DS.

94%

93%

89%

D E V I C ES U S ED TO P L AY GA M ES (%)
60

PC

2010

2011

2013

2015

88
85
44

2017
Mobile

A

lmost every home in New Zealand has a device for playing video
games. In this sample, as with earlier Digital New Zealand samples,
households with children are slightly more likely than households without
children to have them (98% compared with 94%).

64
65
53

Console

52

46

From growing up having no internet and only used to
consoles such as PlayStation, it has been amazing to be able
to play with people from all over the world, I find I’m a lot
more interested in playing games, more than I used to be.
-(Female, 20)-

22

Tablet

53
49
13

Handheld

8

10
9

2013
2015

2017

GA M ES I N H O M ES W I T H
A N D W I T H O U T C H I L D R EN
No Children

3
Children

19

5

21

seven or more screens.
By comparison, although we
demonstrated steady growth
in the number and diversity of
game devices over the past
decade, this year we have
documented consolidation in
the number of game devices
used to play games in New
Zealand homes.

41

28

PC
Console
Phone
Tablet
Handheld

21

25

20

17

SC R EEN S & GA M E D E V I C ES
I N GA M E H O U S EH O L DS (%)
49

5+ Screens
3-4 Screens
1-2 Screens

34

17

We found that 71% of game
households have more than
one game device, and 52%
have three or more.

PCs remain the baseline game device in most New Zealand homes with
mobiles, consoles and tablets each present in a fifth to a quarter of homes.
There are modest differences between adult-only homes and homes
where children under the age of 18 live. Playing interactive games on tablet
computers and handhelds is equivalent, but PCs are more dominant game
devices in adult-only homes whereas consoles and mobile phones are more
common in homes with children.

53

36

11

2015

2017

15

9
43

43
5+ Game Devices

3-4 Game Devices

We asked about the new
48
1-2 Game Devices
42
peripheral or add-on device
making headlines, the virtual
reality headset, and found
2015
2017
that 15% of game households
have one now in use. We
believe multiple older consoles are being scrapped as players favour an
eighth generation console and all-in-one devices such as mobile phones and
tablet computers. After years of growth, this consolidation is unsurprising
and we might expect a similar slow-down in screen numbers over the next
few years.

Widespread use of personal computers and mobile phones drove up the
number of screens in New Zealand homes over the past few years.
The replacement of older phones, growth of tablets and the spread of
inexpensive flat-panel TVs has increased the number further.
In our 2016 report, we found 49% of homes had five or more screens. Our
sample this year returned 53% with five or more. Remarkably, 20% have
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: Function Internet AND OTHER MEDIA USE
B

ottlenecks for downloading game content to devices and
screens continue to concern New Zealanders. In our 2016
report, we found roughly a third said their game downloads were
constrained either by data limits or slow download speeds. The
sample this year indicated a reduced impact of poor broadband,
even though over a quarter acknowledged problems.

Games have become far more complex and
realistic. More skill and brainpower is needed now,
especially with games requiring you to develop
strategies in order to move on. As I am retired I do
have more time to play. I especially like games that
are challenging. -(Male, 74)-

D

ownloading games through mobile broadband is the greatest
bottleneck with over half saying they had chosen not to
download a game to avoid going over their mobile data limit.
In other words, for a large proportion of New Zealanders, mobile
downloads constrain access to online and downloadable media
content – including games.

[Video games have become] more interactive over
the last 10 years and more in-depth. Online play is
a larger part of gaming. -(Male, 30)-

I didn’t play games really till smart phones came along, now
I play various games on my phone, usually while on the ferry
traveling to work, but sometimes at home if I’m bored.
-(Female, 32)CO N S T R A I N TS O N P L AY BY B ROA D BA N D (%)

31
28

Choose not to download a
game to avoid going over
home data limit
Home broadband data limits
forced consideration of upgrade

25

2017 (Home)

49

Choose not to download a
game to avoid going over
mobile data limit
Mobile broadband data limits
forced consideration of upgrade

10

2015 (Home)

32
29

Home broadband slow speeds forced
consideration of upgrade

Mobile broadband slow speeds
forced consideration of upgrade

35

19
13
11

24

54

2015 (Mobile)
2017 (Mobile)

As a youth I used to play games in arcades. Now all is online. -(Male, 49)-

M

edia use and preferences in households demonstrates the ongoing
popularity of television. We asked participants to rank their media
preferences from 1 to 10. Television ranks first and movies rank second.
Interactive games rank equal sixth in households with children and eighth

in adult only households. In those adult-only homes with adults under 50,
games rank equal seventh with social media. Newspapers and magazines
rank lowest.

AV ER AG E R A N K I N G O F M ED I A C H O I C ES - O U T O F 1 0

6.5

Adult Only HH

6.1

Child HH

6.0

5.2

5.2
4.9

5.0
4.6

4.8

4.8
4.6

4.5
4.1
3.8

3.9
3.6

3.7
3.2

2.9
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: Function Who Plays

34

46%

Nearly half of the those in our sample who said they
play video games are female. Significant growth in
the representation of females among those who
identify as players occurred between our first
study in 2009 when it reached 44%. In our sample this year, the proportion
was 47%. Within gender, 72% of males play and 62% of females play. Within
age bands, males are a majority of players in every case except between the
ages of 25 and 34 where women are 53% of all players.

The average age of all video game players in our sample
this year is 34 with no change from our 2016 report. Since
our first sample taken in 2009 for the 2010 report, average
player age has increased by two years. For comparison The
median age of all New Zealanders was 37.5 years in 2014. The mean age is 38
years and sensitive to the long tail of ages above the median – the point at
which half the population is below and half the population is above.

AV ER AG E AG E O F P L AY ERS
OV ER T I M E ( Y E A RS)

34

F EM A L E P L AY ER
P RO P O RT I O N OV ER T I M E

34

48%

1-4

48%
47%

47%
33

P L AY ER P RO P O RT I O N S
BY AG E G RO U P (%)

33

40
90

5-14

79

15-24

44%

75

25-34

32

65

35-44

53

45-54
2010

2011

2013

2015

2017

43

55-64
2010

2011

2013

2015

2017

45

65-74

Playing video games has] given me an arsenal of witty one-liners. Improved
[my] mental and physical reaction times. Improved [my] mental fitness - thinking
strategically, logically etc. -(Female, 27)-

12

43

75-84
85-94

33

PLAYERS and AGE GROUPS

V

ideo games are played by 67% of all New Zealanders. The fastest
growing segment of the population new to games is those over the
age of 65. If we divide ages into three major life stages (childhood, working
age, and retirement age), we find that 74% of children under the age of 18
play video games, 63% of working age adults play and 44% of people aged
65 and over play video games. We have seen steady growth particularly
among older players over the five studies to date.

% P L AY ERS W I T H I N
AG E G RO U P S

As a proportion of all players, children under the age of 18 constitute 27%,
working age adults 65% and retirement age adults 8%. These values are
affected primarily by proportional representation in the population. As the
proportion of those over the age of 65 continues to increase and as generations of players age, we expect the proportion of over 65s among all
interactive game players to increase significantly. In 2013, 14% of the New
Zealand population was over 65, by 2043 the proportion will have increased
to 24% according to Stats NZ.

AG E G RO U P S %
A L L P L AY ERS

The average New Zealand adult player has been playing
for more than 13 years - up by a year since our last
report, and up two years since the 2014 report. Men
report having played longer (16 years) than women
(11 years), both up by a year over the past two years.

1-17
8

18-64

27

65-94

1-17
18-64
65-94

44
63

65

74

44% of those aged 65 and over play video games and this age group makes up
8% of all people who play video games.
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[Games] have enhanced my problem
solving skills because I play RPGs which
require you to think about how to
complete a quest or defeat an enemy.
Other games, such as Guitar Hero, have
improved my coordination and reaction
times. -(Female, 30)-

: Function How We Play
CASUAL and IN-DEPTH

It [playing video games] has given me insights of how
technology is ahead and exciting to be involved in.-(Male, 39)-

Over the years we have asked participants to report how often and for
how long they play games. The original measure was overall gameplay.
For the 2016 report, we asked participants for the first time to separate
their gameplay into both casual games and in-depth games.
Casual games are also referred to as snack games representing play
in short bursts of up to 20 minutes each time and many times a day.
These are often played on mobile devices such as dedicated handheld
devices, mobile phones and tablets. However, casual games may also
be played on PCs and Consoles.

C A SUA L P L AY I N G F R EQ U EN C Y A N D D U R AT I O N

Once a day

Twice a day

In-depth gameplay represents longer play periods in one play session;
these play experiences are often defined as being more involving and
requiring more time to resolve a problem, puzzle, mission or objective
in the game. In-depth games may feature an in-depth narrative that
sets play sessions as ongoing series rather than separate events

3 times a day

4 times a day

CAS UA L G A M EP L AY
The most common frequency of playing casual games estimated by
our sample of players is twice a day. The most commonly estimated
duration for playing is 10 minutes per session. The total estimated
daily investment in casual games is between 20 and 30 minutes and
only varies greatly from this pattern among the youngest and oldest
players. There is little gender difference with men reporting only
slighly more casual gameplay than women except in early adulthood
when women play slightly more.

1 or 2 minutes

5 minutes
5 times a day

10 minutes
15 minutes

More than 5

14

20 minutes

IN -D EPTH G A ME P L AY
The most common reported frequency for playing in-depth games in our
sample is daily. The most common duration is an hour. We have observed this
pattern now in the past three studies.

The total estimated in-depth play ranges greatly by both age and gender.
Younger players as a whole play more frequently than older players and they
play for longer durations, peaking in late adolescence and early adulthood.

I N - D EPT H F R EQ U EN C Y A N D D U R AT I O N

Every day

I think games have helped me to be more creative.
I mean, when Skyrim gives you a character then puts
you in a huge world, you have to come up with your
own goals (I mean, unless you’re just keen to do all
the quests, which would get a little monotonous).
-(Female, 23)-

Every other day

Twice a week

Half an hour

I started playing ice hockey as a video game then
went on to play it in real life. -(Male, 50)-

Once a week
An hour
Two hours
Once a fortnight
Three hours
Four or more hours
Once a month or less

15

As a person who suffers from anxiety I find that
video games provide an effective ‘off switch’ from
stressful situations. -(Female, 42)-

85 MINUTES

N

The biggest overall play time gaps are in the 15 to 24 age band with males
playing almost twice as much as females (147 minutes daily compared with
85 minutes daily) and in the oldest age band when older women play less
than men, but the gap is narrower (37 minutes compared with 52 minutes).
Males show greater overall age variation than females across the life span. In
our 2016 study, we observed older women played more than older men.

ew Zealanders who play video games spend an average
of 85 minutes a day playing, including casual gameplay
and in-depth gameplay. Women and girls play for 75 minutes
a day on average while men and boys play for 93 minutes a
day on average.

Compared with our sample in the 2016 report, women and
girls in this sample reported playing slightly more each day
(approximately 3 minutes more) while men and boys reported
playing slightly less each day (approximately 11 minutes less).
Casual play is nearly identical for females and males at 21 and
20 minutes a day respectively. However, males spend considerably more time on in-depth play than females, 80 minutes a
day compared with 56 minutes on average.

160
Females - Casual Play

140

Females - In-depth Play
Females - Total Play

120

Minutes Per Day

As we reported in our 2016 report, time spent playing video
games each day varies by age and gender and most of this
variation is explained by time spent playing games in-depth.
The most surprising observation has been that around ages
35 to 44 women play for longer each day overall than do men
who play more than women in the rest of the lifespan.

AV ER AG E DA I LY V I D EO GA M EP L AY

Males - Casual Play

Males In-depth Play

100

Males - Total Play

80
60
40

I have tended to increase playing as electronics have
got better with improved graphics.
-(Male, 75)-

20
1-4

0

5-14

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

Age Band

16

55-64

65-74

75-84

: Motive Why We Play
L

ike all entertainment and media, video games serve many
uses for their diverse audiences. Reasons players give for
playing interactive games range from entertainment to more
“serious” motivations.
Most people play games to have fun and pass the time. For
many players, however, games readily satisfy other needs
such as reducing stress levels, feeling excitement, being
challenged, doing things that are otherwise impossible in
real life and engaging with others socially. For others, games
help them keep an active mind, learn and exercise. Compared
with our samples in previous reports, participants this year
indicated that while entertainment gratifications remain the
dominant reason for playing, games increasingly serve other
uses.

I use playing a game as my “me” time. Something that I do on my own
after the kids are settled into bed.-(Female, 41)-

R E A SO N S W H Y N E W ZE A L A N D ERS P L AY V I D EO GA M ES (%)

30
2015

2017

21
17

Of the ten motivations we list for playing video games, the
top three reasons given in DNZ16 and earlier iterations of this
research (to pass time, have fun and relax) have dropped
in the frequency with which participants select them and
all other reasons such as being challenged, learning and
exercising have increased in frequency of selection.

16

18
15

13
11
9
6

5

8

6

5

3

Whether this signals a profound shift in the way players think
about interactive games is open to more research. However,
we register a shift in thinking about games unlike any shift in
previous iterations of this research.

17

2

6
4

2

4

YOUNGER and OLDER MOTIVATIONS...

W

hen assessed by gender, motivations
for play do not vary. Women and men
give the same reasons in similar proportions.
However, when assessed by adult life stages
(early adulthood, middle adulthood and later
adulthood) motivations for gameplay vary
greatly. Overall, the frequency with which
different motivations are chosen is more similar
among younger players and most diverse
among the oldest players. Nevertheless, there
is a clear and consistent bottom half and
top half of motivations for gameplay across
the three life stages. The most pronounced
difference among motivations in different adult
life stages is keeping the mind active. It ranks
fourth among younger adults and middle-age
adults but rises to first place among older
adults.
Another clear difference is the use of games to
de-stress. Ranked third for early adulthood and
middle adulthood, using games to de-stress
rises to second place. Among the youngest
adults, games clearly serve to help pass time
and generate fun - arguably the original reason
to play video games among young audiences.

I play them [video games] for fun but they have introduced me
to new friends on FB who also play the same games and some
good friends have been made. -(Female, 65)-

R E A SO N S W E P L AY V I D EO GA M ES BY L I F E S TAG E
Keep Mind Active
Relax/De-stress

Pass Time

Pass Time
Have Fun

Have Fun
Relax/De-stress

Be Challenged
Keep Mind Active
Feel Excitement
Be Challenged
Social Interaction
Learn
Do the Impossible

Feel Excitement
Social Interaction
Learn
Do the Impossible
Exercise

Exercise

18 to 34

35 to 49

18

50 and Over

G

ameplay is inherently social and most video games offer players

the ability to play with one or more additional competitors or
collaborators in the game. While 75% of our sample indicate they have
played games alone at some point, 14% say they only ever play alone.
In other words, 86% play video games with another person from time
to time.

SO C I A L P L AY I N G E X P ERI EN C ES (%)
Alone Only

Participants indicated whether they played with others either in
person in the same room or online. The most common social play is
with a child followed by play with a partner, friend and then stranger
(online only, of course).

Stranger

14

0
0

25
19

Friend

I feel they keep my brain active and my hand eye
co-ordination up to speed, as I’m aging these things
are slowing down. It is also relaxing. -(Female, 58)-

15

Sibling

Parent

13
6
4
51

Child

I learn problem solving and analytical and planning
skills. E.g. completing a level on crash bandicoot
requires thought about how to avoid monsters and
drops. -(Female, 31)-

Partner

Online

14
13

Other Relative

As I am ageing, daily games keep my mind active and
cope with life better. -(Male, 83)-

Same Room

21

26
30
19

[I play] many more social games with friends/online rather
than single player games. More graphically orientated [video
games] rather than strategy. -(Male, 50)-

Games (especially the pretty low-stress ones I play)
help me control my anxiety by giving me a space I can
control. -(Female 18)-

19

: Motive Gameplay, Sharing and Culture
CREATIVE COMMUNITY

M

ost players celebrate their
enjoyment of games through
others in the community by reading
or watching the strategies of
others through wikis, videos and
walkthroughs (72%), watching
YouTube videos of gameplay (50%),
watching Let’s Plays videos of
gameplay (27%), watching gameplay
streaming live online (28%) or
attending a games culture event in
person (27%).
Others extend their gameplay further
by creating content for the enjoyment
of those who want to read and watch;
28% report creating walkthroughs,
videos or wikis to share their knowledge, 23% have posted their own videos of gameplay and 18% have made
machinima, 18% have tried making a
game using authoring software and
21% have dressed up or cosplayed.

Watched esports
online, 31%

Used Add-on
Services, 27%

Watched Let’s
Plays, 27%

Watched Live
Streams on
Twitch, 25%

Cosplayed, 21%

Attended
esports in
person, 19%

Used walkthroughs,
videos, wikis to help play
a game, 72%

Created
walkthroughs,
videos, wikis to
share gameplay
knowledge, 28%

Watched YouTube of
Gameplay, 50%

Attended a
games-culture
event, 27%

Participated in
esports, 24%

Posted videos of
gameplay, 23%

Tried
making
games
using
software,
18%

Made
machinima,
19%

Study or
plan to
study
games
subjects,
8%

Discussed plans to work in
games business, 8%

Players explore new game experiences and ways to create with games.
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Education for people with special needs; I have a daughter
with poor vision who could benefit from educational games
she can play on a handheld device. -(Female, 27)-

Spectatorship is also popular with 31% of player respondents reporting
they or another a member of their household have watched an esports
competition whether in person or online. Attending an esports event in
person whether to compete or spectate is also becoming popular with 19%
of player respondents in the sample saying they had done so.

E

sports, in which players compete or watch others compete, have
become a popular extension of interactive entertainment. Many
cyberathletes compete as members of a team or individually for prize pools
worth millions of dollars while others play in competitions simply for fun.
In our sample, 24% say they or another member of their household have
competed at some stage in an esports competition whether in person or
online, including informal and formal online competitions.

Given the popularity of esports, we asked players why they might chose to
follow esports either online or in person; 53% indicated they watch to learn
strategies that will help them improve their own gameplay, 37% said they
are spectators of esports because the competitions are enjoyable. Other
reasons include the taking part in player culture, watching presenters,
supporting esports and following an esports team.

R E A SO N S TO FO L LOW ES P O RTS (%)

53

Learn strategies to improve game

37

Enjoy watching competitions

24

Enjoy taking part in player culture

Follow an esports team

As games have become more accessible,
I have become more open to playing many
different genres, however I don’t seem to
spend as much time in one single game as I
used to because of this. -(Female, 23)-

14

Enjoy watching presenters
To support esports

Games help me to develop strategic skills,
reaction [and] ability to make decisions
rapidly. -(Male, 35)-

8
7
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: Intention Families and Play
I

n every study in this series we have reported on the extent to which
parents think about and use video games in the family. The extent to
which parents say they use games and the degree to which they report
engagement with classifications and ratings in order to moderate their
children’s gameplay behaviours provides insights about the importance
of video games in family dynamics.

86%

In this sample, 86% of parents (adults who
have a child under the age of 18 living with
them) said they themeselves play video games.
This compares with 69% of non-parents. We
demonstrated above that gameplay is an inherently social experience:
51% of parents report playing video games with their children in the same
room and 26% said they play games online with their children.

W H Y PA R EN TS P L AY V I D EO GA M ES W I T H C H I L D R EN (%)
It's a way to spend time
with my children

53

Children ask me to
play with them

36

It's a way to help
educate my children

33

It's fun for the whole family

30

It's a way to monitor
what my children play

30

It's a way to monitor how
often my children play
It's a way to monitor how
long my children play

16
14

W

e asked parents to identify up to two reasons why they play games
with their children and we found similar patterns to those reported
in previous editions of this research. Half said they play games with children
simply as a way to spend time with them. Over a third said they play at the
request of their children, a third said playing games with children provides
educational opportunities and just under a third said they play together
because video games offer enjoyment for the family.

They [video games] connect me with friends living
overseas. -(Female, 32)-

As an 8-year-old boy, I played a very story-heavy game. It
taught me a great number of words that I don’t know that I
would’ve otherwise learned. It also helped me to shape my
identity in terms of what I enjoy doing. -(Male, 22)-

A quarter said playing games with children is a way to monitor what children
play. Other reasons parents give for playing games with their children include to regulate how often they play and to regulate how long they play.
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In addition to moderating gameplay, parents report intentionally using
games to socialise and educate their children. Unsurprisingly, almost all
parents and children engage in conversations about games, with the topic
of playing online safely high on the conversation agenda. Most parents use
access to games as both reward and punishment, and they use them to
create shared family experiences, to motivate and to set boundaries.

I personally think some games have helped with the
way I problem solve, to pass some difficult levels
sometimes you need to think differently than you
usually do. -(Female, 24)-

Regulating play is something parents report doing more often than not with
three-quarters saying they have rules for how long, when and what kind
of games their children play. Rules for whether their children play online
are almost as common. A majority of parents also report setting rules for
watching gameplay on YouTube or Twitch – an increasingly popular form of
game culture and consumption – and rules for devices or systems on which
children play.

H OW PA R EN TS U S E GA M ES (%)

86

Talk about video games

86

Talk about playing safely online

84

Help them learn to play games

83

To educate, generally

77

For family time, to be together

Rules about what kind of
video games children play

76

Offer play as a reward

72

To set boundaries
Use video games to motivate

PA R EN TS’ RU L ES FO R C H I L D R EN ’ S GA M EP L AY (%)

79

Restrict play a punishment

71

Games can improve hand eye coordination and improve your
ability to concentrate on multiple things at once.
-(Male 30)-

84

Rules about when children
play video games

81

Rules about whether children
play online games

81

Rules about how long children
play video games
Rules about devices or systems
children use to play video games
When children can watch game
play on YouTube or Twitch
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80

73
72

: Intention Regulating Play
C

lassification and ratings systems for video games operate in New
Zealand within the Films, Videos, and Publications Classification Act
1993. The main purpose of the classification scheme with respect to games
is to provide information to parents and players about the nature of video
game content and the levels of maturity deemed necessary in relation to
the nature of that content. In this way, the system seeks to assist adults with
choosing and playing games in an intentional, informed process. It does this
by imposing age restrictions and content description labels.

PA R EN TS’ FA M I L I A RI T Y
W I T H FA M I LY CO N T RO L S (%)

Over the past two decades, personal computer operating systems and video
game consoles have featured in-built parental and family control tools that
allow parents and players to select levels of maturity and specific ceilings
for classifications permitted on a system, giving users more opportunities to
exercise choice their gameplay environment.
Most parents are aware of family controls with 35% saying they are vaguely
familiar and 53% saying they are mostly or completely familiar with these
tools. Of those parents who are aware, use of family controls is similar across

P L AT F O R M S U S ED
W I T H FA M I LY CO N T R O L S (%)

PCs

12

14

45

Mobile/Tablets

15

45

Consoles

46

Completely familiar

Handhelds

35

PA R EN TS’ FA M I L I A RI T Y W I T H
A P P S TO R E R AT I N G S (%)

21

Completely familiar

49

Mostly familiar

Mostly familiar

Vaguely familiar

Vaguely familiar

Not familiar

Not familiar

29

1

39

1
1

24

35

platforms with under half of parents saying they use them with handhelds,
consoles, mobile devices and PCs. Parents are similarly aware of age ratings
in app stores with over half saying they are completely or mostly familiar and
nearly a third saying they are vaguely familiar with them.

confusing to them and 41% say they are confused by M whereas the other
classifications each cause confusion for fewer than 15%. We have observed
similar results in past versions of this our research.
Parents say classifications have more influence on them when choosing
games for their children to play and less when choosing games for
themselves. Two-thirds said classifications had a lot of influence or reasonable
influence on their choices for games they choose for their children. By
comparison, just over a quarter said classifications had the same influence on
them for the games they chose to play themselves.

Over the years we have demonstrated that parents are well aware of
the classification labeling, colour, age, content advice provided by New
Zealand classification scheme operated by the Office of Film and Literature
Classification.

5

I M PAC T O F C L A S SI F I C AT I O N O N
PA R EN TS’ P U RC H A SES (%)

11

8

48
A lot of inﬂuence

11

G

8

13

We asked parents to indicate
whether any of these
classifications are unclear or

PA R EN TS’ CO N F U SI O N W I T H
C L A S SI FI C AT I O N M A R K I N G S (%)

PG
M

28
Reasonable inﬂuence

22

R13
R15

11

This system uses the
markings G, PG, M, R13, R15,
R16 and R18 in relation to
video games and colours
green (anyone can play),
yellow (parental guidance)
and red (legally restricted).
G, PG and M are advisory
classifications while R13 to
R18 are legally restricted
classifications, meaning
that it is illegal to play or to
sell, distribute, or show to
children under those age
designations.

Game for Adult to Play

15

R16

Game for Child to Play

A little inﬂuence

21

R18

41

9
No inﬂuence

49
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: Intention Concerns About Exposure Risks
CO N C ER N I N G EL EM EN TS I N M ED I A U SED BY C H I L D R EN

M

ost debates about video games over the years have
focused on content violence. We have documented in the
past two studies that parents are more uniformly concerned
about content in media for their children than they are about
that content in media for themselves.
This year, we presented participants with a list of 22 potential concerning elements they might have about four sources
of content: Internet, social media, video games and movies.
We asked all participants whether each element caused concern for their own use of each medium and we asked parents
whether each element caused them concern for their children’s use of each medium.
At the top of the list of concerning elements among parents
for their children’s media use are sexual predators and sex. At
the bottom of the list are themes and in-app purchasing.

Sexual Predators

248

Sex

237

Bullying/Harassment

244
235

229

229

220

231

231

223

227

Animal Cruelty

230

229

223

228

Violence

232

227

224

220

Drug Use

237

227

217

221

Nudity

221

Privacy

235

211

216

223

214

Security

226

232

214

Credit Card Fraud

232

216

211

211

Alcohol Use

203

Language

197

Geo-tagging/Being Located

214

171

218

233

Discrimination

201

215

219

174
162

202

194

210

200

191

206

202

197

207

164

204

220

Scariness

191

Gambling

206

Dark Tone

192

206

194

197

205

201

201

141

Themes

181

204

175

Social Media (4,835)
Computer Games (4,652)
Movies (4,316)

177

202

208

181

200

201

Internet (4,822)

26

205

225

246

Suicide

In-app Purchasing

Parents are more uniformly concerned about all elements
in all four media channels for their children with very little
differentiating them. By comparison, among adults, concerns

229

223

236

Demeaning Depictions of Women

Terrorism

At the top of the list of concerns for adults and their own
media use are animal cruelty and demeaning depictions
of women. At the bottom of the list are sex and violence
(traditional points of concern for classification).

212

233

244

174

CO N C ER N I N G EL EM EN TS I N M ED I A U SED BY A D U LTS

about elements and media vary more. There is also a distinctive break
between the top 13 concerns and the bottom nine for adults. There are
also larger gaps in concerns about the four media channels both for
adults’ media and children’s media: Internet is cause for most concern,
followed by social media, then games, and then movies.

N EED FO R M O R E D I V ERSI T Y I N GA M ES (%)

62
60

Gender

58

National

57

Race

559

611

538

488

491

Sexual Predators

625

542

483

467

Credit Card Fraud

662

573

495

357

Privacy

628

594

491

348

Security

624

585

475

Bullying/Harassment

608

Demeaning Depictions of Women

Concern about content extends beyond elements to include portrayals
and diversity. For the first time in the series we asked those adults who
play video games whether there is a need for more diversity in the
characters featured in games. Greater gender and age diversity top the
list, mentioned by almost two-thirds of the player sample. Greater race,
national and language diversity are needed in games according to over
half of players. Religious diversity in games ranks as the lowest area of
need, mentioned by over a third of players.

Age

640

Animal Cruelty

Religious

530

415

561

488

445

412

Terrorism

559

502

439

399

Geo-tagging/Being located

558

517

450

339

Discrimination

550

477

Violence

528

476

Drug Use

503

422
393

427

393

Gambling

450

Dark Tone

401

369

345

314

Sex

410

362

338

279

In-app Purchasing

397

347

366

271

Alcohol Use

388

331

309

266

Nudity

390

338

297

258

Language

342

321

289

260

Scariness

346

298

296

269

378

294 262

354

273

267 228

Computer Games (8,795)
Movies (7,652)

401
364
354

Social Media (9,814)

27

345

458

Internet (11,075)

37

542

Suicide

Themes, Social Issues

55

Language

502

: Advantage Games and Wellbeing
P OT EN T I A L O F V I D EO GA M ES FO R AG EI N G W EL L (%)
Increasing mental
stimulation

88

Fighting dementia

76

Encouraging openmindedness

76

Maintaining social
connections
Improving life satisfaction
Maintaining optimism

P OT EN T I A L O F V I D EO GA M ES FO R H E A LT H (%)

Emotional
wellbeing

66

66

66

Physical
Fitness

66

56

Social
Wellbeing

64

Balance

64

46

Increasing mobility

Manage Pain
Reducing arthritis

74

Reduce
Anxiety

57

Improving balance

76

Dexterity

67

Adding purpose to life

85

Thinking skills

52

32
Overall, with the exception of reducing arthritis and increasing mobility,
more than half of participants agree that games offer potential contributions
to positive ageing such as increasing mental stimulation and fighting
dementia. Participants also agreed that video games may offer advantages
in health outcomes ranging from improving thinking skills as most likely benefit to managing pain as the least likely.

W

e asked all adult participants to estimate the degree to which video
games might reasonably deliver advantages in ageing and wellbeing.
The significant ageing of the New Zealand population is well documented
and solutions offered to improve quality of life throughout longer lifespans
have included technologies such as video games.
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: Games and Learning
M

P OT EN T I A L O F GA M ES FO R L E A R N I N G (%)

87

General Knowledge

85

Digital Knowledge

79

Specialist Knowledge

76

Mental Health
Cultural Knowledge

73

Work Skills

73

I think games are excellent for learning/teaching
strategy and delayed gratification, which are both
important aspects of adulthood. -(Female, 24)-

69

Life Skills

67

Physical Fitness

64

Life Satisfaction
Quality of Life

We presented 13 areas in total and all were potential beneficiaries of
games for learning for over half of the sample. The most likely potential
of games for learning according to our participants is general knowledge and digital knowledge. The lowest potential contribution to learning is assigned to life satisfaction, quality of life, social relationships
and diet.

71

Physical Health

Some games help with problem solving skills, gets your
brain working. I don’t think gaming is ever a mindless
thing. Potentially it helps to practise mindfulness as you are
focused on that one thing at that time and therefore not
thinking about other things. -(Female, 26)-

62

Social Relationships

61

Diet

61

ainstream entertainment games, as well as special purpose games
designed to inform and entertain (known as, increasingly enjoy
the attention and command the interest of news and current affairs.
We asked all adult participants to indicate whether or not they agreed
that video games had the potential to facilitate learning about a wide
range of issues, problems or experiences including general and digital
knowledge, life skills, learning about physical fitness, social relationships
and diet.
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: Advantage Games, Schools and Work
W

EF F EC T O F U SI N G V I D EO GA M ES I N SC H O O L S (%)

70

Teach students

65

Motivate students

58

Help teachers teach

We asked all adult participants whether they had used games in the workplace and on the job to learn new knowledge, new skills, use of new tools,
health and safety matters, and workplace rules. Over a third said they had
played games to gain workplace knowledge. This was the most common
use of games on the job. Under a quarter played games to learn workplace
rules.

57

Help schools remain relevant

Help students pay attention

e asked parents to indicate how much they felt using video games in
schools might help with teaching students knowledge or skills, help
teachers impart knowledge, motivate students, command attention, and
help schools remain relevant in the 21st Century. There was more agreement
than disagreement across the board that games can help with these things,
however teaching students attracted the most agreement and student pay
attention the least.

50

They have given me more confidence - especially
combined with streaming those games. I am much better
at public speaking and speaking with a huge variety of
people. I also have increased my computer usage skills
considerably. -(Female, 33)-.

EF F EC T I V EN ES S O F GA M ES O N T H E J O B (%)

35

New knowledge

31

New software or tool

Wakes up the brain gets me thinking again, is a break
from reality and everyday stuff. -(Female, 37)Video games have improved my literacy and math skills.
-(Female, 19)-

Health and safety

24

New skills

24

Workplace rules

30
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: The Digital Games Business
A

s the market for video games has grown,
so too has the breadth and depth of the
industry.
Digital sales of video games in New Zealand
grew at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of nearly 20% between 2013 and 2016 when digital sales neared $200million; nearly two-thirds of
total game sales of $424million.

N E W ZE A L A N D V I D EO GA M ES R E TA I L I N D U S T RY VA LU E

Total Sales

424

Digital sales (NZ$millions)

392

Physical sales (NZ$millions)

347
299

295
We asked all adults responding to the survey
how much benefit making games in New Zealand could bring to the economy; 73% believe
making games in New Zealand would create
either a lot or some benefit.
Similarly we asked whether they or any
member of their household had learnt computer
programming or coding on their own, at a club,
at school or on the job; 29% said yes. Only 8%
said they or any member of their family worked
or planned to work at a business associated
with video games and 8% said they or another
member of their family had discussed plans
to study for a career in video games. A further
8% said a member of their family discussed
plans to learn computer programming.

256
217
162
130

136

125

133

2013

2014

2015

2016
SOURCE: NPD Group and Telsyte
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: Case Studies
GAMES TECHNOLOGY IN THE BALANCE
Swibo turns tedious balance training exercises into a game.
he Wellington-based company has developed a system that uses game
technology and a tilt board – otherwise known as balance boards – to
help people improve their balance and recover from or prevent lowerlimb injuries.

Swibo has developed three
balance games: a space racing
game called NeoZen, a puzzle
adventure game called Hexile,
and a ‘zombie teddy bear
survival game’ called
Unbearable.

T

Swibo’s technology is used by physiotherapists, athletes, and anybody who
needs to improve their balance skills. It has proved particularly useful as a
tool to help people recover from
injuries that affect their balance.

“People seem to remember the zombie teddy bears the most – they either
love them or hate them,” says Swibo founder and CEO Ben Dunn.
“You’re a character in a dark and scary wood, and the zombie teddy bears
come out of the trees to get you. You have to use your balance to aim at each
of the bears and stop them.”

Traditional balance training exercises
can be boring. Swibo makes them fun,
while providing a wealth of information on balance analysis and improvements in the process.
All users need to get started is a
high-quality tilt board, a smartphone
and a computer with Swibo’s software. Balancing exercises are then
conducted as games, making the
process enjoyable rather than tedious.
The data generated by the system
then provides progress reports.

The idea for Swibo came from a summer workshop at Victoria’s Wellington
University in 2013-14. Viclink, the University’s commercialisation arm, ran an
entrepreneurship boot camp attended by students in a range of disciplines
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including engineering, design and computer science.
“Some of the researchers had been playing around with balance boards, but
we weren’t really quite sure where it would go,” explains Ben. “We thought
they were interesting, so we experimented a bit with the idea and developed
it from there.”
“We saw the potential, and so did Viclink.
They gave us a small amount of funding and by April 2014 we had a startup
company. Since then we’ve been developing the concept further, building
our idea, and commercialising the product.”

“It really shows how games technology has many uses,” says Ben. “It’s not
just about kids having fun. Games have massive potential, but we still have
a long way to go in changing people’s perceptions. With Swibo we have
shown that we can really enrich people’s lives with games.”

Swibo’s game-based tilt board
balancing applications are now
used in clinics around New
Zealand and Australia.
The company has been targeting physiotherapists, but there
are many other users.
“We’re really excited about the opportunities games present. We’ve worked
with all sorts of patients from Olympic athletes to amputees. It’s applicable
to just about everyone.”

Word-of-mouth has led to
users in Europe and North
America, and Ben has been
invited to China to explore
possibilities there.

Follow Swibo on Facebook and Twitter.
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PLAYING THE GAME OF REALITY

W

hile health and safety is crucial, up until now it hasn’t been a very
exciting topic to address. However, Fire and Emergency New Zealand
– formerly known as the New Zealand Fire Service – changed that when
they engaged Auckland-based gamification firm InGame to develop a
3D-animated game Fire Trap, which simulated a house fire to experientially
communicate best practices.

The company also developed Rosie’s Big OE on behalf of DairyNZ, another
educational game that showed the journey of New Zealand milk around
the world.

InGame managing director Stephen Knightly says government agencies
through to brands and academics have started to realise the influence
gamification can have on enhancing engagement levels – whether it’s to
help players understand a mission, solve a problem, form a habit, or simulate
reality.

But Fire and Emergency New Zealand is not alone. WorkSafe and DairyNZ
also turned to InGame to develop Farm Rules!, a free online farm safety
game to teach primary school students about the risks involved with certain
farm activities from driving quad bikes and tractors to moving cows, and
how to minimise or avoid them.

“Originally people reached out for gamification because games were popular. It’s now been proven that games are effective for teaching procedures
and problem solving, and can lead to measurable behavior change,”
Stephen says.
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Stephen points out gamification has the greatest impact when players have
an “aha” moment, and realise the actions they take in the game can also
reflect reality.

The next major project for InGame is to help the Faculty of Medical
and Health Sciences at the University of Auckland develop a gamified
mental health mobile app known as Habits focused on applying Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy techniques.
The game will be co-developed in consultation with various stakeholders
including teenagers and their communities. The researchers previously
developed and carried out clinical trials on SPARX, another online e-therapy
tool designed to help young people battle depression.
When SPARX underwent clinical trials, published in the prestigious British
Medical Journal, the results showed playing all seven levels of the game was
as effective as visiting a counsellor.

“Games are challenging. When you’re playing a game and your aim is to reach
a goal, you face obstacles and use tools to overcome that, and often that’s
the missing ingredient when we’re facing challenges in real life. Games force
you to stop and pull out those skills,” he says.

Stephen says he hopes, much like
SPARX, Habits will eventually become
a widely available e-therapy tool that
can help players track their personal
progression and achievements as they
go through their gamified mental health
programme.

VIDEO LINK :
Gamification of Health & Safety Training
https://youtu.be/_t128FXzowQ
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: VIDEO LINKS
FUNCTION

DNZ18 HIGHLIGHTS

MOTIVE
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PURPOSE

SHARED CULTURE

ADVANTAGE HEALTH

INTENTION

ADVANTAGE EDUCATION

ADVANTAGE WORK
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: About

DNZ:18

T

Digital New Zealand 2018 is an empirical study
about digital games in New Zealand households
with a focus on demographics, behaviours and
attitudes.

he Nielsen Company provided Bond University with raw data from the
survey for statistical analysis at the University. The data were analysed
by the study author using the SPSS Version 24.
Data reported here come from 807 New Zealand households and 2,288 individuals of all ages in those households. Participants were drawn randomly
from the Nielsen Your Voice Panel in March 2017.

The words computer games, video games and digital games are used
interchangeably to refer to the broad class of interactive, digital entertainment. A game household was one that had in it any device for playing a
computer game, including consoles, personal computers, handheld game
devices, smart phones and tablet computers. A player was a person who
indicated they play computer or video games, simply “yes” or “no” on any
device including a PC, console, handheld, social network, mobile phone or
tablet computer.

The quality and size of the sample was high and no statistical weighting
was applied. Statistical procedures included simple descriptive statistics
such as frequencies, cross-tabulations, means, correlations, and tests of
significance such as Chi-square and One-way ANOVA.
The margin of error is ±3.4% for the national sample comparing all households and ±2.1% for all players.

Questions in the survey were grouped according to theme including:
• Household demographics,
• Household media environment,
• Media purchasing and downloading,
• Video gameplay preferences and routines,
• Social gameplay,
• Parental engagement with video games,
• Engagement with game culture,
• Games and education, work, health and ageing,
• Classification and ratings, and
• Attitudes and issues surrounding video games.

For the purposes of including results for all members of a given household,
the Vars-to- Cases procedure was used to create individual records for all
persons in a household identified by the participants in the study. Data
reduction procedures included reducing the range for some questions to
simplify presentation of responses. Some measures were combined into
indices where obtaining a frequency or mean across a combination of measures simplified the presentation of findings. Missing values were eliminated from analysis on a per- question basis unless multiple measures were
examined conjointly. For these, the case-wise deletion method was applied.
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